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president Jordan Announces Library Expansion Proposal
r,J'TS

stu?ie.s Ihe President
reported, resulted in the envisioning
of the new building as a "Liberal
Arts Center;" it would provide space
for several different functions.
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The increased library space will be
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to

allow

for

stack

enlargement for the next 20 years.
Also, it would nearly double seating
capacity from the present 330 to 650;
Jordan explained that having enough
seating to accomodate 40
of the
student body is ideal. This additional
seating would include more carrells
and rooms for independent study and
faculty research.
Also included in the plans is space
for audio-visuequipment (such as
sliui's and music tapes), thus allowing
the Art, History and Music departments to expand their collections in
al

Model oj proposed library expansion.
By

Lynn Travers

Beginning with a "cautionary
preface" but emphasizing that "we
to talk
need not defend the need
about an expanded Kenyon College
library," President Philip Jordan
presented
pansion

plans for proposed exof Chalmers Library at the

Assembly
September

Academic
Monday,

held on
in the

21

Auditorium.
The warning that he used to start
his presentation
informed those
present that the College at present
has no financial resources
for the
project. Jordan referred to what has
been "a kind of happy pattern of
having a new building on the campus
every three years recently," but then
reminded the body, "don't count on
it this time." He explained
that the
College is still "on the lookout to
attract the necessary resources for the
project," but has begun the planning
of the construction now. The reason
Biology

for this he says is
exceeds in
recent
pointed

that "this project

complexity our other most

projects." The President
out that while

the Bolton

Theater and the ARC each served a
specific area of the College, the
library must serve all segments of the
community. Also, Jordan says,
"some future planning is important,
since we need to know what (to
build), even if not when." He then
assured the assembly that what was
to be presented at the meeting was
not a final conception, as there is not
yet a fixed plan for the construction.
Mr. Jordan then proceeded to
relate the history of the study of the
library problem. In the early and
middle 1970's the now defunct
faculty Committee on Educational
Facilities examined the issue and
made some recommendations. Then,
in the spring of 1980, the report of a
committee chaired by Professor Carl
Brehm was issued. A committee
composed of the College President,
Provost, Librarian, Vice President
for Finance, Vice President for
Development, two chosen members
of the faculty, a consulting architect,
and a consulting librarian was then
formed; they studied the report and
worked to define a preliminary
conception of the expansion.

these areas.

Though the Ernst

Center may seem
center stage right now in
of new construction on
campus, it may also
be that dancers,
intramural sports enthusiasts, and
the regular

ueeknH rrr,

urmin

gggm

main library, rather than being
scattered in other buildings as they
are now. The President explains that
this will allow space for these
growing collections, and enable more

library want to "receive ideas from
wherever they will come from," and
that the advisory committees would
help define the "validity and value of
the proposals.'' York voiced rjis
enthusiasm for the formation of a

people to use them.

student advisory committee.

By Brian Kearney

The Student Council meeting of
Sunday, September 21, started at
approximately 6:45, as many
members were late and several ab-

sent. President Thorpe's report
included an announcement concerning the academic assembly
meeting that took place last Monday.
Thorpe also asked Dave Antila of the
Shoppes's management team to

Wertheimer, KC Renovated
to occupy
the line-u- p

Mr. Jordan then presented
Professor Owen York, who has been
working as Coordinator of Library
Planning.
York opened his presentation by
saying, "Most of our work is ahead
of us." He stated that those who are
involved in the planning of the

safety on Chase Avenue, is now in
the drastically remodeled Shaffer
Pool building. According to Stacey
Temple, dance instructor, "Basically
what they did was to fill in the
pool and build a
swimming
suspended floor."
That is thp nlrl nool floor was

explain the circumstances regarding
the Shoppes at present.
Antila emphasized that ARA is
still in charge of this venture and that
he, Matt Eriksen, and Jamey Black
are student managers working for
ARA. Thorpe raised the question as
to how this transition to student

mm

management came about. The
student manager responded by
saying that "they thought they
could do a better job in running the

place." The three students

ap-

proached Dean Edwards and ARA
received approval from both
groups. Last year the Shoppes were
operating at a loss, but at present
they are in the black. Antila also
noted that the Shoppes will continue
to be run by student management
(under direction of ARA) next year.
Applications for next year's student
managers will be taken later in the

Council that the debt from the Peirce
Poolroom will officially be paid by the
College. Plans for destroying any
future debt of this venture have not yet

been finalized. McCartney also
apologized to the managers of the
Shoppes concerning the question of a
permit.
,
President Thorpe next reported
that elections for upper class Student
Council representatives will be held
on October 5 and 6. Interested
students must turn in petitions
bearing twenty signatures to the SAC
by Wednesday, Sept. 30. Freshman
Student Council representatives will
be chosen on October 3.
Various committee elections were
also held at this meeting. The results
are as follows: Delegation to the Vice
President for Development: Cindy

By Michael

e

1 year.
Social Board chairman Tom
1 HpHee reoorted that as of Friday,
Sept. 19, only about 600 tickets had
New look of renovated Wertheimer Fieldhouse.
been sold for the Michael Stanley
ha ye a
Hedge also mentioned
different opinion
made level, then boards were laid Band concert.
on sale at other area
are
It is thp
tickets
Next,
that
intervals.
r
spaced
fo:ii.:
across it at
oy
.tunics irequeniea i l..
Columbus and Mt.
in
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studio,
He emphasized that if this
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Vernon.
for
ideal
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spring
the
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the
giving
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concert sells out the College will be
a'S haVC been
imProved dancing.
able to put on another major concert
recently
larger
Temple says that the new
in the spring.
program
dance
the
help
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Architect Graham Gund.

and starting over again."
Graham Gund, who has been
working as consulting architect for
the planning project, then faced the
assembly. He stated that as the
College has developed and grown,
the campus has moved away from the
original plan of design. He said that
continued on page eight

Frost, Lori Goldenberg, and Amy
Durrell. Faculty Committee on
Academic standings: Liz Izant and

Suzie Powell. Delegation to the Vice
President
for Finance:
Stuart
Sheppard, Doug Ramsayer, and Dan
Giurgiu. Delegation to the Provost:
Lynn Travers, Tim Englert, and
Molly Donnelly. Delegation to the
Kathy
Jim
Martin,
President:
Rossman, and JimZellner.

During open forum, Travers noted
see so many
visitors at the meeting, especially
freshmen. She only regretted that
some members of Council were
showing up late and reading books
during the meeting. Student Council

that it was good to

meets every Sunday at 6:30 in Nu Pi

Kappa and all students are
couraged to attend.

en-

Run-of- f

Cannizzaro

Jimmy Allen and Norm Kenyon will oppose each other in a runoff
election for the office of Senior Class President. Allen and Kenyon
defeated Michael Zorek and Bruce Berlin in the election Tuesday,
forcing the runoff, which will take place Thursday at dinner and Friday
at lunch at Peirce and Gund dining halls.
Approximately 95 of the senior class voted in this election, a turnout substantially higher than in previous years. Kenyon praised the
increased participation, adding that he hoped there would be "the same
enthusiasm and turnout as in the first election." Allen said, "I urge
people to vote again," also citing the high turnout.
Both felt that ihe tight vote which caused the runoff was a good
indication of ih' ' " ii y of ihe contestants. According to Kenyon, "the
four people were good candidates, judging from the allocation of the
votes causing mil ne.i running." Allen praised the other candidates,
adding "I'd like to congratulate Norm and myself.. .because everybody
who ran was very, very good."
Allen stressed that there is "no way anyone can predict the outcome"
of he runoff. Kenyon, asked about his chances against Allen, replied,
;

i

"no comment."

--

1
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Allen, Kenyon in

and
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The work on the planning began
this summer; York states that the
people working on it started by
studying the Brehm report. They
then began work on making plans
"to help us start thinking in concrete
ways." York says that those involved
were "constantly tearing up plans

Council Clarifies Shoppes Issue,
Elects Members of Delegations

Dance Studio Relocated;
By Bill Edwards

These departments

would also be able to utilize the
lecture seminar room that has been
planned for their use in the library.
The basement of the library addition would serve as the new
location of the computer center. Its
purpose
academic
would be
"compatible with the library function," according to Dr. Jordan.
Also, the science and mathematics
library would now be housed in the

Perhaps the most surprising
feature of the new complex is the
inclusion of a small art gallery. It
would have temperature and
humidity controls, allowing the
College to increase the quality of the
shows featured here. The gallery
could host collections which Colburn
Gallery cannot due to the difficulty
of maintaining temperature and
humidity conditions in that building.
President Jordan concluded his
address by stating that there would
be a faculty advisory committee on
the library. Chaired by Provost Jerry
Irish, it would be composed of
professors Ray Heithaus, Harlene
Marley, Kirk Emmert, William
Scott, and Galbraith Crump. Jordan
also stated his hope that a student
advisory committee would form to
give students an opportunity to make
suggestions concerning the design of
the library.

i
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Toward Mutual Respect
Communication and respect: two qualities absolutely essential
to constructive interaction two qualities unfortunaley
frequently lacking here at Kenyon.
Respect must be earned, but only by being given the opportunity to do so can any group or individual earn it. The
chance to prove that one is worthy of respect is not too much to
ask; under any circumstances, it is only fair and reasonable to
expect that one will be given a chance to prove oneself.
Communication is guided by trust; too often members of one
organization choose not to divulge information to another
faction for fear of misuse. The Collegian has experienced this
problem in the past, and sadly probably will in the future. The
most glaring evidence of this is The Collegian 's involvement with
the administration.
We do not intend to single out the administration, or to place
blame for past incidences. Quite simply, our goal is to illustrate
how much a lack of communication between two groups at
Kenyon can hurt the entire community.
Coverage of several important news stories last year was
stalled by a refusal to cooperate on the parts of certain administrators. As a result, The Collegian was unable to fully
understand (and thus accurately represent) the administration's
point of view. This failure was not intentional or malicious;
rather, it was the result of deep distrust of The Collegian within
the administration.
perhaps past events
Perhaps this mistrust is
have led administrators to shy away from communication with
the media. But even if this is the case, we ask that the administration not judge the present Collegain staff on the basis of
past digressions, but that instead we be given a chance to earn
your trust and respect on our own merits.
This is not to suggest that we expect any group in the community to fully divulge its confidential information to The
require discretion.
Clearly
some
Collegian.
matters
Organizations should be aware that if this newspaper is dealt
with fairly and honestly, it will respond in a like manner. Our
desire is to be fast and factually accurate. If news is received in
confidence, it will never be published. We need to know why
material must be kept secret in order to attain the proper perspective on situations, which in turn affords us the opportunity
to give all parties concerned representation.
We are not apologizing for past articles; we are merely trying
to illustrate how mistrust and a subsequent lack of communication impedes our efforts. The loser in the long run is not
just the newspaper, it is the community.
Communication and respect, then, are vital in all facets of
campus life administration, student government, groups, and
individuals. Let us all strive towards communication and mutual
respect, for the end result can only be betterment of the entire
Kenyon community.
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Light Up the Path
Lighting on the campus is an issue that arises at some point
during every school year, but for some reason nothing ever gets
done about this sorry state of affairs. We're going to try it again,
in the hope that some concerned students or administrators will
see fit to take action on this issue.
Well lit though its central area may be, the "branches" of
Middle Path leave alot to be desired in the area of illumination
For example, the path leading to Gund dormitory is, as usual,
poorly lit, and therefore not as safe as it could be.
Failure to respond to this problem is probably at least partly
due to the idea that many people have that it is anything but
dangerous to stroll about tne campus in the evening. Allowing
this (begrudgingly), the issue of safety surely must be taken into
account not necessarily safety from others, but safety for
oneself. Try negotiating the path near Gund on some snowy
January evening when ice encases the path. That's difficult
enough to do in the daytime; in a darkened evening it's practically impossible. The situation is even worse for the unfortunate students who have to struggle with crutches; how can
you move on those things if you can't even see where you're
going.
This matter may seem trivial now, but when rush really gets
going and people are out until all hours of morning, when the
snow falls, when you need to find your way home in the dark on
crutches then think about how much a little extra lighting
could help. We managed to raise enough money to renovate,
rebuild, and restructure buildings. Now how about turning on
some lights so we can see them all?
Martha Lorenz
Chris Burke
Lynn Travers
Mark Esposito, Dale West
Joshua Welsh
Bob Warburton
Melinda Roberts
Stephen J. Szabo III
Lorenz

Jeff Toole
Dan Shefelman
Stephen Hays
Mallory Cremin, Jim Whittum

Editor-in-Chi- ef

News Editor
Feature Editor
Sports Editors
Political Forum Editor
Layout Assistant
Copy Editing Assistant
Business Manager

Editorials
Graphics Coordinator
Editorial Cartoons
Photography Coordinator
Assistants
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sounded. 1 hey, like you, would
rather not wake up in the middle of
the night, either in vain, or to
struggle as an architectural landmark
goes up in smoke.
At times, setting off an alarm
might seem like an amusing way to
relieve tedium, but it's like the story
of the boy who cried "wolf!" Here
though, there's a twist: someone will
always come running to help. An
accidental false alarm will surely.be
forgiven, but purposely setting one
off is really inconsiderate and stupid.
The fire department wil respond as
quickly as possible, but you may very
well care less, especially if it seems
like the millionth time that you have
heard an alarm. Please don't play
with fire safety equipment or set off
any more false alarms. A raging fire
is a dangerous and awesome
phenomenon. If you can't respect the
safety of your neighbors and friends,
perhaps you can protect your own
life and belongings.
is

Fire Alarm Fiasco
To the Editor of The Collegian and
the Kenyon student body:
I am prompted to write this as a
result of Saturday (19 Sept.) night's
fiasco at Hanna Hall. I just don't
know how to emphasize the fact that
fires, fire alarms, and fire drills
should not be considered amusing.
Everyone should be at least slightly
familiar with Kenyon's unfortunate
history of disastrous fires that have
taken lives and destroyed property.
As such, there is a great deal of
emphasis on fire safety on campus.
Saturday night's episode at the south
end makes me wonder whether or not
members of the Kenyon community
are conscientious enough concerning
fire safety. When a fire alarm is
sounded, not only does the College-Monro- e
Township fire department
respond, but other fire departments
throughout Knox County are alerted
as well. We should remember that
these are volunteer departments, and
the men and women who serve as fire
fighters and rescue personnel could
very well be at home with their
families and friends when that alarm

C. Tracy Radecki, '83

Elevator Pranks
To the Editor:

informing us that there

were reports
with the
I was shocked by

of people tampering

elevator. At first
the news, but Friday night

elevator

alarm

throughout

the building

is not that much
pressure here.
Peer pressure is the main force
which opi .iftuates the enjoyable but
easily abused rituals of partying.
Most people don't love the taste of
beer and dope, and most tire of their
mind alterations. These people carry
on the ritual because it is easy, it is
something to count on, and because
abstention is falsely regarded as an
inability to let go.

Beer and drugs are extremely
popular at Kenyon, and their
popularity seems to be growing. Yet
most folks will agree that these things
aren't necessary to have a good time.
"I don't need it," "It's a religion
here," and "I can get into other
things" you may often hear these
phrases from people who scoff at the
obsession with beer and drugs. Yet
often from the same people, you'll
hear "Maybe I'll get trashed
tonight," or "How many kegs? Is it
three-two?-

There was a vogue (perhaps it's
still here) of self destruction. If you
can abuse yourself and show no signs

"

There is general agreement about
what is a reasonable 'comsumption
level' for beer and dope. Strangely, a
majority of us regularly and
knowingly exceeds that amount.
Why? Is a buzz so much more
pleasant that our natural state? I
don't think so. Some say that these
substances give a needed release from
the great pressures of classwork. I
say that heavy partying is out of
proportion with this need to let off

'

of
it,
you've accorr pushed
something. "I did three nighters in a
row," "I did eight shots," "I
destroyed that lounge." This is a
horrible mentality for us to revere,
perhaps reflective of a deeper and
more serious illness in our society.
But there is an alternative, a force
working against this beer and dope
craze, and that is entertainment, in
the form of arts and sports. Happily,
these too are gaining in popularity.
Arts and sports are communication,

I

became

not only endanger the lives of the
current residents of Caples, but m
involved in the death of one of my
classmates? Doug Shaefer's death is
ery fresh in the minds of those
Uo did not know him well,
and is especially acute for those who
were very close to him. His tragic
death seemed senseless at the time
and served as a reminder to us all that
our lives are very precious.
still

of us

I resent the fact that a bunch of
idiots are looking for fun and are
seeking it at my expense and at the
expense of all the other people who
live in Caples. Let this be a clear arid
strong reminder of Dean Reading's
warning. If I see anyone tampering
with the elevator, I will not hesitate
to turn them into the Administration.
am not
I also happen to think that
the only resident of Caples who
believes this behavior is dangerous
and worthy of punishment.
1

Sincerely,

Carol

Strive for Creative 'Natural
steam. There

the

ringing

rather angry. How can people
"play" with a machine that could

Last week Dean Reading sent a
memo to the residents of Caples

By Chris Hoyle

when

was

Sacks

High'

they encourage people to reach out
toward others, and they are creativi

rather than destructive. Some
hackneyed terms from the sixties and
seventies can apply here: "natural
high" and "creative experience."
natural high is a real part of arts and
sports; a runner's high, a po(l
striking the muse, the wholeness that
a dancer feels. A creative experiencf
is harder to realize than an artifw1
experience, yet the toil and tl"
payoff are far more worthwhile.
A

An obsession with arts and sport
would be a preferable replaceme
for the mindless devotion to dru?
and alcohol. Yet it looks like it
take a long time to topple ttiJI
devotion or to watch it fade away
But who knows? Stranger things
have happened.

Obviously there will always t
alcohol and drugs, and they are her
to stay at Kenyon. But, just as atjj
viously, we have good minds aw
need not depend on these things.

Sepi
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Equal Rights Amendment
By Allison Cleary
Ratification

- Nine Month Countdown

v

5

I

ii

of the 35 states to ratify
amendment was Indiana in 1978.
Utah and
include
Other states
The last

the

Nevada, both heavily populated by
Arizona, the home of
Mormons;
Barry
Goldwater;
Illinois, the home of
Phyllis' Schlafly;
and numerous
it is widely
southern states where
anti-femini-

and

discrimination hardly call for alarm,
and certainly not action.
so
But after finding themselves
close to their goal, why the probable
failure of the feminists? It has been

that feminists have focused
toostrongly on unimportant tangents
emphasizing the
of their cause,
etiquette of equal rights rather than
the more crucial political aspects.
sueaested

of
women are victims
where their rights are
They do not realize which
of their rights are in jeopardy. The
ERA, which was first introduced in
"Equality of
1923, states simple,
rights under the law shall not be
denied or abridged by the United
States or by any state on account of
Many

ignorance
concerned.

sex."

little has changed in the
statistics of women's work wages. On
a woman earns 60
the average,
percent of what a male in the same
position, with quivalent experience is
men and
paid. The gap between
women's salaries is widening. For
every dollar a man earned in the
United States in 1956, a woman
received 63c. And today, for every
dollar a man earns, a woman makes
Since 1972

By Bill

Taylor

The Moral Majority, a right
political lobbying group,
is
concerned

with

wing
very

the

religious and
of the American
public.
Strongly
praised
and
criticized, their views on political and
iuc5 are mvanaoiy controversial. Though a few hundred
later
ih;
,vear
una glUUJ bears a
remarkahle
their
moral

well-bein-

g

L

fnrhparprc
Among the issues they oppose,
abortion, gay rights,
the Equal
colonial

Rights

Amendment

prominently,

feature

and they are waging
pornography. They are extremely outspoken,
bring social
issues into the political
arena. A poll
that was sent
to Moral Majority
supporters by the
group describes the
tRA as something
that "could lead
to homosexual
marriages, unisexual
bathrooms, and mandatory drafting
ar on

women."
the era of the
Puritans, religion
politics walked hand in

hand.

coming to New England in the
,
WOs, they tried
to purify the
urch of England.
When it became
,

their ony objective could
in Europe they came

"

be reached

10

Massachusetts.
several
years
in
New
' the line betwn Church
ubecame less distinct. Soon,
0 were members of the

FnAifter,
anH

c

thl
fh,,

u

hniH

on'y ones that could
Te therights

political
!'V-

For

in

the

com-- ?

example,
in town
tings, one could
not speak unless
"cas a member of the Church.
-

rij6

Puritans gave themselves the
' t0
.""Pose their moral code
ud
MaiorStC'ety' something the Moral
ty's trying desperately to do.
Th.
gro.mc11" arities between
the two
gro"P are
remarkable.
PronL-Majority's

Ss?""g

i

cttk

iTlllfmTTl
only 59c. Moreover, a woman who
has graduated from college will
frequently receive a salary equivalent
to that of a man who has completed
only an eighth grade education.
Citizens are not oblivious to these

injustices. The country is running 2
to 1 in favor of the ERA. "It is just
that handful of male legislators in a
few key states who are standing in
our way," contends Sandra
public relations director for
the National Organization of Women
(NOW) in Knox County.
Pic-cian-

Anti-femini- st

o,

Phyllis Schlafly has

had her

toes out, tripping the
feminists in their path quite effectively, and a crushing heel is not
far behind. For someone who thanks
her husband prior to any speech she
gives for permitting her to attend the
affair, Schlafly has acquired a large

group

of

devoted

admirers.

as a competent
and
lawyer,
she ironically
everything that feminism
stands for. Her progress and success
a
male
in
dominated world,
something feminists should be proud
of, lends strong support to her
Described
persistent
represents

Majority: Modern Day Puritans

The Moral

e

m

st

sexism

that

believed

In

of the first
woman Supreme Court justice,
Sandra Day O'Connor, who will take
her oath of office tomorrow, has
elicited a mixture of feelings from the
feminists. Though pleased hat Justice
a
record describes
O'Connor's
competent and qualified judge,
feminists
suspect
that President
Reagan now believes he has done
enough to keep the feminists quite
for awhile. As feminist author
Caroline Bird put it, "The appointment of a woman to the
Supreme Court is fine, but it is not
going to shut up people like me."
If the ERA does not survive the
next nine months, the feminist
movement has at least brought an

er

right-wing-

a

an equality system.
The appointment

ERA'?

of the Equal Rights

in 38
Amendment requires passage
and thus far the measure is
Yates
,nree votes short of realization.
looks as though the feminists
it
But
themselves and their
asserted
have
desperately watch their
cause only to
their grasp.
goal slip from

f

Page Three

main tactic for

their
is "sing the
media, especially
television. For

a few years, the group's leader Jerry
Falwell has had a religious TV show
on the air in many cities. The show,
"The Old Time Gospel Hour" is
more widely distributed than "The
Tonight Show." Falwell has enjoyed
so much success with his show that it
has
many
forced
Protestant,
Catholic, and Jewish TV shows off
the air. In 1980 , 907o of all religious
programming was controlled by
right-win- g

fundamentalist

groups

like the Moral Majority.
It has become clear that the Moral
Majority does not take kindly, and
perhaps oversteps its bounds, in
opposing those who are not in its
favor. During the month of July,
1981, the group launched a
attack on the television industry. It
threatened to boycott the companies
which advertised on shows that the
Moral Majority deemed not suitable
to be on the air. The boycott was
unnecessary because the advertisers,
cowed by the threats, agreed not to
buy airtime on the shows in question.
full-sca-

le

the Puritans used force
against their opponents. While not
using boycotts, they forced dissenters
to leave the community. In 1635,
Roger Williams was banished from
the Puritan community because his
Similarily,

religious beliefs were in conflict with

those of the Puritan community. The
Puritans repeated this process again
in 1638 when they banished Anne
Hutchinson for similar reasons.
Prostitutes, barkeepers and others
who were deemed 'morally unift' did
not survive well in these communities.
The main aim of the Moral
Majority, and the most sacred thing
in their movement is the preservation
of the traditional family in the
United States. As was mentioned, the
Majority takes a firm line against the
ERA and women being drafted into
the military. The group's view of
family' is
what a 'traditional
any advancement for
precludes

women into the workforce. Rather,
they must stay at home to care for the
husband and children.
Because of its place in their
religion and their tenuous existence
in the harsh environment of the
colonies, the Puritans also viewed the
family as being of supreme importance. Although Puritan women
enjoyed more freedom in the colonies
than in Europe, Puritan families
were structured on a definite
hierarchy, with the father at the head
of it, wives and children below him.
Other than the TV, the Majority
tries to promote its beliefs through
the educational system. One issue the
group is fighting for is prayer in
they feel is
something
school,
necessary for our children's moral
sanctity. So far, this has yet to pass.
However, there has been a significant
of private
rise in the number
Christian schools in the past fifteen
to twenty years. In the early 1960's
there were approximately 1,400 such
schools in the U.S. In October, 1980,
there were 16,000. It is estimated that
a new private Christian school goes
into construction at the rate of one in
every seven hours.
For the Puritans, religious and
intrinsic
were
training
moral
elements to any good education. In
any Puritan town with over 100
families, the town was required to
have Latin grammar schools. These
a basic
were to give children

education in addition to ensuring
children's "ability to read and understand the principles of religion
and the capital laws of this country."
The similarities between the groups
are so strong as to be overwhelming
at first. They are so identical that one
may not take the Moral Majority
finding them so dated.
serious,
However, their political power shows
this to be a poor view. Overall, it is
important to realize that the Puritans
and the Moral Majority alike reached
points where there moral beliefs have
interfered with the lives and
freedoms of others.

assertion
that any woman can
succeed in such a society which lacks

Tonight,
right
now,
outside this very dining
hall, is an ERA table for

your benefit.
The
Equal
Rights
Amendment has only nine
more months in which to
become part of our Constitution.
All contributions ' are
welcome. Those of $2.00 or
will
more
enable
the
donator to get on the

awareness to those women who
previously were incredibly naive and
exploited in the working world. Law
suits dealing with equal salary, sexual

harrassment,
and
sexual
discrimination are on the upswing in
courts across the country. But
without the ERA, there is no
guarantee of equal rights, and the
gains made by feminists in the past 15
years could be quickly wisked out of
sight by a reactionary congress.
Jill
Republican
Ruckelshaus,
activist and lecturer has said, "The
ERA is an extension of the Bill of
Rights. It doesn't grant us anything.
It protects us from the government
passing any laws that will take away
our equal rights."

Action Alert mailing list to
further assist in passing the
Equal Rights Amendment.
Buttons, bumper stickers,
and
sale at cost.
T-shi-

rts

will also be on

Remember without the
ERA, without a con
stitutionai guarantee, no
already existing laws are;
ultimately enforceable or
permanent. Think about it.

Springboks ThreatenOlympics
By Edward Caroll
This week the South African rugby
team came to the United States
amidst much
controversy and
political hullabaloo. The games have
been disturbed in many countries,
due to a strong disapproval of South
Africa's apartheid system.
In New Zealand, almost 8 million
pounds was needed for extra police
protection to stop rioting at the
games. In the United States, reaction
to the team's presence has been quite
strong. At the team's second game in
Albany, New York, 4,000 demonstrators showed up despite pouring
rain.
The games are being held at

unannounced locations, for two
reason: first, to keep demonstrators
away, and secondly, because many
places are refusing the players the use
of fields. Among other political
organizations, the NAACP has
voiced strong opposition to the
Springboks presence, although a
leader of the group in Albany said
the games provided citizens the
chance
to demonstrate against
United States' relations with the
white-dominat-

ed

South

African

government.
What is ironic about this situation
that a game as little known in the
States as rugby, has the potential to
threaten something as monumental
as the 1984 Olympics, which are to be
held in Los Angeles. While the
United States doesn't see a problem
here, many African nations are
hinting at a boycott because of the
is

with 100,000 troops. Reagan did not
support this boycott, so his action
concerning the Springboks is not that
surprising. Yet it seems that while
sports are indeed not politics, they
cannot and should not be wholly
separated from a nation's in-

ternational political standing.
Whether or not it was intended this
way, the South Africans can do
naught but see this as the United
States' implicit approval of the
government, and thus its policies.
Not only will the South Africans see
it this way, indeed, the rest of the
world shall, too.
This shows a great deal of
callousness, selfishness, and alack of
diplomacy on the part of the United
States. While being yet another
display of United States approval of
authoritarian "mildly repressive"
it
regimes,
also
threatens the
Olympics.
To refuse the rugby team entrance
to the United States would have been
a simple and small gesture to the
world, a slight indication that we
don't agree with apartheid and the
frequent raids into Southern Angola.
Had the United States refused the
Springboks
into
entrance
the
country, the possible threat to the '84
Olympics
would not exist. But,

instead, the United States' action
perpetuates the cycle of "action and
retaliation" the
boycots
and
protests of international sporting
events under the auspices of a cold
war.
The
suggested

Manchester

Guardian

rather lucidly what may
Springboks' tour.
Certainly, this is not the first time ultimately come to pass a persports and politics have mingled in manent home for the Olympics in
the
international arena. Under greece. This would end the comPresident Carter in 1976, the United mercial aspect of the games which
States refused to participate in the host cities would miss, and would, at
Moscow Summer Games because of least for the time being, make the
the Soviet invasion of Afganistan games slightly less political.
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Actors Attracted to Gambier Summer
By

Maria Ehrlich

"Elegantly staged," "Wildly
entertaining," and "Bright and
breezy" are but some of the wonderful reviews that the Kenyon
Festival Theater (KFT) received this
summer. After only its second season
the KFT can pride itself in sending

and studied the rehearsal of the

York actors and technicians. It also
gave some Kenyon students the
opportunity to work with the
professional troupe for the summer.
"I learned more about theater this
summer than I have ever learned
about it in school because I was
constantly doing theater, whether it
was acting or working on a set,"

summer's plays. Sharian was also
chosen to perform as Vittorio in A
Servant of Two Masters.
Senior Drama major Michael
Zorek, who worked as Captain of
Transportation for the theater this
summer, also shared his views. He
explained that for a student interested in drama, there is no better
place to obtain professional training
than the KFT, since one is always
surrounded by actors, directors,
designers, and technicians.
The idea of a summer theater
operating in Gambier originated in
1978, with the opening of the Bolton
Theater and the success of the
premiere show, C.C. Pyle and the
Bunion Derby. After the show en- ded, its director, Kenyon alumnus
Bolton,
: Ted Walch, thought that the
: was such
a functional and special
theater that it should be used during
the summer. After obtaining in-- 1
dividual donations and grants from
groups such as the Ohio Arts
Council, the KFT was born.
Actors such as Joanne Woodward,
Treat Williams, and Jane Curtin
want to come to the small isolated
community of Gambier to work
because, as Walch explains, the
village is free from the commercial
theater. The actor can enjoy artistic
freedom and take chances and pursue
new risks on the stage.
2,

Ted Watch

one of its shows, George Bernard
Shaw's classic comedy Candida, to
Broadway. Tom Cone's version of
Carlo Goldoni's Servant of Two
Masters and Tennessee William's
The Glass Menagerie, while not
Broadway-bounwere also popular
with both critics and audiences.
is
Gambier
Consequently,
becoming one of the Midwest's most
d,

important
centers,

professional

attracting

theater
New

first-rat- e

of the KFT
states sophomore John Sharian, who
worked as an intern for KFT this
summer. Sharian explained that the
KFT intern program, the Gwendolyn
Coney Program for Theater Interns,
was composed of two parts: work in
the technical theater, and observation of the work of the
professional actors. The eight interns' technical work consisted of
sewing costumes, designing lights,
and building sets. They also watched

continued on page five

Dancing in Mount Vernon
Square dancing returns to Mount Vernon Saturday, September 26 at
8:00 P.M. at the YMCA on North Main Street. Now in its second year,
the Gambier Folklore Society will be sponsoring the dance as a monthly
event open to the entire community.
The event will include a wide variety of traditional round and square
dances. No prior dancing experience is necessary; all dances will be
taught. Frank Jones, from Granville, will be the caller. Mr. Jones, who
has called dances in Mount Vernon in past years, is well known in
central Ohio as an excellent caller.
Featured at the dance will be the fiddle music of the Money Back
String Band from Columbus and Gambier. Band members have played
for many years throughout Ohio and the South. Jeff Goehring, a
fiddler in the band, has won numerous fiddle contests in a number of
states. The band also includes Susan Colpetzer, fiddle; Rich Goering,
Banjo; Pam Fisher, guitar all of Columbus and Howard Sacks,
guitar; and Judy Sacks, mandolin; of Gambier.
The monthly square dance is a fine opportunity for members of the
Gambier and Mount Vernon communities to get together. Students who
attended last year's dances remarked with pleasure at having the opportunity to interact w ith people of all ages.
Refreshments, including homemade pies and beverages, will be
served by the Station Break. A donation will be requested at the door.
Individuals needing rides to Mount Vernon or w illing to offer rides can
contact Howard Sacks at PBX 2347.
So put on vour dancing shoes, and kick up your heels Saturdav.
September 26 at 8:00 P.M. at the YMCA!
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O OHis Girl Friday O O
His Girl Friday. Starring Rosalind
Russell, Cary Grant, Ralph Bellamy.
Story by Charles MacArthur and Ben
Hecht. Director by Howard Hacks.
1940, BW, 92min.
d
If you're eager to see
comedy, then wait until Wednesday
night for His Girl Friday. Featuring a
h
cast, the film clips along at
a pace that will leave you reeling.
(The dialogue flies at an average of
about 90 words per minute).
His Girl Friday is based on the hit
play The Front Page to which it adds
a novel twist: the lead role of ace
newsreporter is changed from a male
to a female. Rosalind Russell
assumes the role of Hildy Johnson,
who is determined to pack up and
leave the hectic newspaper business
and marry an insurance salesman
(Ralph Bellamy) from, of all places,
Albany. Her
and
managing editor, Walter Burns (Cary
Grant), connives her into covering
one more story. She interviews a
convict destined to be executed. But
when she learns that his imminent
death is politically motivated, Hildy
helps him to escape.
fast-pace-

top-notc-

ex-husba-

nd

The banter between Grant and
Russell is electric and the script is
hilarious. So escape the workaholic
blues by seeing His Girl Friday and,
of course, the third installment of the
Tarzan series.

O O O O l 776

OOOO

1776. With William Daniels, Howard
Da Silva, Ken Howard, Blythe
Danner. Directed by Peter Hunt.
1972, 141 min.
1776 is the
the successful

film version of
Broadway musical. It

low-ke- y

follows the dilemmas facing the
Continental Congress as it
debates the issue of independence
from England. Rather than focusing
on the historical implications of that
time, 1776 concentrates on the
personal lives of the Founding
Fathers, thus portraying them more
humanly and shedding the awe and
reverence that history usually
Second

bestows upon them.
The music of 1776 covers the wide

range of emotions and conflicts
surrounding the issue of independence. The songs are generally
good, but it is unsettling to see these
famous statesmen burst into song in
the middle of a heated debate.
Another problem with the film is the
awkward dream sequences in which
John Adams and Thomas Jefferson
wistfully think about their wives at
home while they legislate in
Philadelphia. The cast attempts to
overcome these obstacles and turn in
fairly convincing performances.
1776 is ,a rather unstable film,

alternating good moments with
tedious parts. The movie tries hard
but does not equal the impact of a
live stage performance. However, it
is a worthwhile film for diehard
history buffs and anyone who has
forgotton what the Bicentennial
hullaballoo was all about.

O O Seven

Samurai O O

Seven Samurai. With Takashi
Shirura, Toshiro Mifune, Yoshio
Inaba, Seiji Miyaguchi, Minoru
Chiaki, Daisuke Kato, Ko Kimura;

produced by Shojiro Motoki;
directed by Akira Kurosawa. BW,
1954, 160 min.

It's curious that Seven Samurai is
the first of the series of Westerns to
be presented by the KFS this
semester. Kurosawa's intention while
making Seven Samurai was to make a
real "jidai geki," or period film, as
opposed to the "chambara", or
simple sword fight film. The
between Seven Samurai,
the "chambara", and Westerns are
inevitable, and perhaps appropriate;
in my opinion, though, Seven
Samurai is to most "chambara" and
Westerns as the Venue de Milo is to
the centerfolds in Hustler or
Playboy.
The film flows in a series of extraordinary visual images. The
camera pans across charging horses,
careens along narrow paths, sweeps
com-parisio-

ns

over the village, moves in close to

catch a character's trembling
nostrils. In the final battle, Kurosawa
uses telephoto lenses to plunge us

into the midst of the fighting. He
further speeds up the film through
editing, by using jump cuts and
avoiding all unnecessary concessions
to continuity. The pace is frantic, but
Kurosawa never loses his audience.
Of course, Seven Samurai is far
more than one could suggest in a
short review. It is very subtle, and
much lies below the surface. It has
been called Kurosawa's tour de
force, the best film made in Japan,
the greatest adventure film ever
made . . . Don't miss it.

O O Blazing SaddlesO O

Former Prime Minister of Britain Sir Harold Wilson will speak in
Hall on Monday, September 28, at 8:30 p.m. The lecture,
sponsored by Faculty Lectureships, will be entitled "The Threat to our
Democracy." The public is invited to attend.
Rosse

Annual Festival Held
The

annual Medeival
be held this Saturday,
September 26. It will feature a fair in
the afternoon from 12:30 - 3:00.
Attractions at the fair will include
Festival

pipers,

Saddles, Written and
directed by Mel Brooks. With
Blazing

Cleavon Little, Gene Wilder, Harvey
Kormann, Madeline Kahn, and Alex
Karras. 1974. 93 min.
Frankie Laine chimes, "He rode a
blazing saddle, he wore a shining
star
And so the curtain rises on
the definitive comedy epic of the
integrated West, indeed Mel Brook's
greatest western, Blazing Saddles.
Our story begins with Cleavon
Little as the understood leader of the
railroad-workin- g
blacks, a leader
whose wit and intelligence clearly
surpasses that of his Caucasian
cowpoke commanders.

..."

fourth

will

jugglers,

musicians,

magicians and fencers.
At 7:00 that evening the Medeival
Banquet will be held in the Great
Hall of Peirce. Musicians, the Royal
flaming
Court,
Wenches, and
puddings will all be present at the
eveninu affair.
Tickets for the dinner are S6 for
students and S8 for all others and
may be purchased at Gund and
'eiree during dinner on Thursday
and Friday, or at the chapel office.
Groups of 12 or more may reserve a
table together. Costumes are en- ouraged.
The Chasers will perform at both
the Fair and Banquet.
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9.S0 Medeival Festival

Eventually, the subordinate front of

Little must give way. He asserts

himself and is promptly arraigned to
be hung. The govenor, with evil plans
on his mind, snips the rope at the last
moment; Sheriff Little is sent into
lilywhite Rockridge in an effort to
keep the town under the control of
the rotton cowpoke villians. Even
Sidney Poitier couldn't win over this
crowd.
Our hero's first encounter with the
town is remarkably funny, with Little
resolving his problem a la Daffy or
Bugs. He manages to safely secure
himself in the town jail and win over
a drunken exgunsligher (Gene
Wilder), clearly patterned after Lee
Marvin in Cat Ballou.
This effort of Brooks is among his
best because the humor works most
of the time. The jokes are nonstop;
every other one provokes laughter.

Frieze in Colburn
On Monday, September 28, an art exhibit
entitled the "Parthenon
in the Colburn Gallery. This exhibit consists largely of
e
reproductions of significant episodes from the Parthenon

ncc 'will open
lull-scal-

riee.

Large format negatives of the frieze were
provided by Alison Frantz,
noted photographer. An introductory sequence of 12 photoaraphs
ana illustrations aid the
"'- viewer in gaining
perspective of the
gaming a historical perspectr
iheiion and appreciating the significance of the frieze
Thhe show, funded by Canton Fine Arts
Associates, Inc , wi run ai
me gallery
u
through October 15.
a

-

Student Lectureships reminds us, "J.S.

is

coming. "
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Michael Stanley Concert Result of Hard Work, Planning
By Brian Kearney

8:30 the largest
Tomorrow night at
history of
the
in
event
concert
will take place,
Kenyon College
Luring none other than the
Band, Northeastern
Michael Stanley
one band. Social
number
Ohio's
Hedge exBoard Chairman Tom
logical choice for
plains "MSB is the
popularity in
ihis concert given their

that this

Hedge also explained

publicity campaign for a
Tickets are
Kenyon concert ever.
Kenyon
the
only
at
not
sold
being
but at Ohio Wesleyan
bookstore,
is

the largest

College,

Wooster

University,

University,
Record and
in Columbus, and
jape outlets
Colonial Music in Mount Vernon.
in Mount
Radio station WMVO
Denison

Vernon is

ing

co-sponsor-

the College.
received a standard
with

the concert
The College
ad package for

at a
from WMVO
rate and this package was
to the college's needs.
customized
WMVO will provide publicity, and
will, in return, receive publicity on
posters and, by friendly agreement
have a WMVO
with the college,
personality introduce the band. Ron
says that he
Staats of WMVO
believes that MSB is "on the grow in
WMVO
this area." Last weekend
sponsored a "Michael
(094 FM)
in which they
Stanley weekend,"
promotions
reduced

gave

albums and tickets

away MSB

to the concert. All College
Glen
chairman
Committee

Events
Weiss

that the MSB weekend
a good increase in ticket

remarked
produced
sales.

Mr. Hedge

notes that this concert
deciding if

play a major role in
the college will sponsor
will

any more
concerts of this magnitude in the
future. He was optimistic that "if
this concert sells out, then there is a

good chance that we can have
another major concert
in
the
spring." The chairman assures that
everything that could be done has
been done by the Social Board to
make sure that the concert is a
sellout. A sellout is not expected, but
if approximately 2500 tickets out of
3000 are sold, then the college will
break even.
Ernst Center, the site of the
concert, is the logical location for
such an event in that, although it is a
gymnasium, it has fairly good
acoustics, a 3000 seat capacity, and

as fellow Clevelander Joe Walsh, Joe
Vitalc, Paul Harris, Dan Fogelberg,
and J. Giels. These first two albums
were never big chart busters, but in
1974, Stanley appeared on "Don
Kirschner's Rock Concert" along
with Walsh, Vitale, and Fogelberg.
This performance gave him the urge
to go at it again. In 1975, with Jonah

r
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t
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-

-

--
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left the band and was replaced by
Gary
Markasky. Two
albums
followed: Cabin Fever (1978), and
Greatest Hints (1979). In 1979, MSB
headlined at the Richfield Colliseum
and broke Led Zeppelin's attendance
record at this facility. Because of this
they were presented with the key to
the city of Cleveland.

.

c

,

"

V

an extensive power supply on the
south wall where the band will be
playing. In addition, the farthest seat
from the band will be no more than
80
approximately
feet
away.

Members of the A.C.E. committee
stress that it is a privilege to use the
center and that drinking and smoking
will be strictly prohibited inside the
building.
Tickets for the concert will be on
sale tomorrow night at dinner and a
limited number of tickets may be
available at the door. The doors will
open at 7:00 and the music starts at
8:30. Seating is open, so plan to get
there early.

1V

.
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The Michael Stanley Band, from their North Coast album

The beginnings of MSB go back to
when Michael Stanely himself was a
young boy. His father worked at a
local
radio station in Greater
Cleveland that played basically soft
music.
Michael's father brought
home all of the rock albums and he
played
guitar to these albums.
Eventually Mr. Stanley joined the
local bar band scene and entered the
group the "Tree Stumps." While
playing at a very prestigious club in
Cleveland, in 1968, Stanley was
noticed by Eagles' producer Bill
Szymczyk. Mr. Szymczyk produced
Michael's first two albums that
included help from such personalities

Koslen, Daniel Pecchio, and Tommy
Dobeck, Stanley put out the first
MSB album, entitled You Break It,
You Bought It.
The following year they released
Ladies Choice
and were easily
packing
the
clubs
in Greater
Cleveland every time they played.
With the release of their double live
album, Stage Pass in 1977, the band
took on a new perspective
as
keyboardist Bob Pelander joined the
group. After this album, lead
guitarist-son- g
writer Jonah Koslen

Jai

Almost a year later, in August of
group sold out 40,000 seats
at Blossom Music Center and within
a month Heartland was released.
Heartland went to number one on the
Cleveland area album countdown in
just two weeks, faster than Pink
Floyd's The Wall. Clarence Clemens
of the E Street Band played
saxaphone on this album which
includes the hit single He Can 't Love
You." Six months later the band sold
out the Colliseum once more for two
concerts on New Year's Eve and New
Year's Day. Their last major appearance in Cleveland broke all
1980, the

attendance records in Northeastern
Ohio. MSB was the first band ever to
sell out three nights in one season at
Blossom
Music
Center. These
concerts came on the heels of the
band's seventh album entitled North
Coast released in July. This album
went to number one in Greater
Cleveland in just one week faster
than any other album ever had.
At present the band includes
Michael Stanley: lead and backing
vocals, electric and acoustic guitars,
and percussion;
Bob
Pelander:
piano, organ, electirc synthesizer,
orchestra bells, percussion,
and
vocals; Kevin Raleigh: lead nad
backing vocals, organ, piano, and
percussion; Michael Gismondi: bass
and synthesizer; Gary Markasky:
lead electric guitars; and Tommy
Dobeck: drums and percussion. The
band's unofficial seventh member,
Rick Bell, saxaphonist, likes to be
known as the sixth and a half
member of the band.
Many people often speculate as to
how Stanley's popularity has not
spread outside of Northeastern Ohio.
Anastiasia Pantsios of The Cleveland
Plain Dealer recalls that "the only
artist I can recall who enjoyed that
kind of home town acceptance-whilbeing a virtual unknown everywhere
else was Bob Seger, just before he
became a superstar." At any event,
the concert promises to be an exciting
one. Glen Weiss excitedly said that
"We will make sure that they are
psyched to play!"
e

The poster used to publicize this
event was taken from the Stage Pass

cover.
Social
Board
to all those who were
offended by it.
album

apologizes

Mather Fourth Floor Gallery Provides 'Casual Viewing'
By Larry

Friedberg

Mather Dormitory's fourth floor
houses
the
sixteen
members
responsible for the maintenance of
the Fourth Floor Gallery, known less
formally as the Mather Coop.
The Mather Coop is an offspring

evolution are twofold. First, the
Coop was not strictly committed to
the arts; second, Grimes's attempts
were exclusively geared toward the
promotion of photography. Dowd,
too, was an active member of u

exhibit, but also the art appreciator
who evaluates what he sees on a
"popular level," as Dowd describes
it.
The Mather Coop operates on
matching
funds
from
Student

'

I

'

'

i

.

Coop, which was conceived in
by Nathan Schwartz, Tom
Grimes,
Chris
Neil
Chandler,
Trueblood and twelve others. The
Coop's intention, according to Schwartz (Class of '82), was "to provide
an entirely
new alternative for
Kenyon students in regard
to both
housing and community service." In
return for the opportunity to live
together, the Coop offered their
services to the campus. Their services
included (among others)
helping with
freshman orientation, operating a
of the
1979

Photography

sponsoring
veral
parties, and opening a
Photography gallery on their own
The gallery was a result of the
dedication and hard work of Tom
Grimes '82, and
Neil Trueblood '83.
Gnmes, a photography
buff, wanted
to exhibit his
own work and provide

opportunity for others to do the
theirs. Together, Grimes
Trueblood transformed
the
lourth floor lounge
into a warm,
compact gallery
equipped with
comfortable seating, and
attractive barnside paneling.
rhis year, the
Coop dispersed
nroughout the campus,
mostly to
ilSOn APartmentsHowever,
th e M
Mather Coop continues
to open
new
exhibits, taking up where Grimes
same with

track-iightin-

g,

-

left off.

Though

formerly

devoted exthe Fourth
now prides itself on the
of all kinds of art:
Parting,

clusively to photography,
ioor Gallery

tion

e'
urawine. anH
d

tvolved"

The first show, a children's art
exhibit, is scheduled to debut on
Wednesday, September 30 at 7:00
p.m. Plans for other exhibits this
year include a display of theater
design and an exhibit of Knox

'

store,

Premises.

print-makin-

v,.

is the

g,

word used by

Dowdnt'sCOP coordinator Douglas
in reference to the coop's
cunent Section.
-

Reasons

for the

caretaker in the gallery each night of
a show to guard against theft and to
answer any questions. Dowd wants
to remind us that the Mather Coop is
not strictly bound to the promotion
of art, although that remains the
focal point. The coop is presently
of
possibility
investigating
the
producing play manuscripts or
having them read publicly. The coop
opens itself to all kinds of ideas;
music, literature, etc.

' i

.
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Doug Dowd of lhie Mather Coop

he began to run the
gallery in the second semester of the
'79-'8- 0
academic year. He takes art
and likewise takes its
seriously
quite
promotion seriously.
"Student artists at Kenyon have
little to no opportunity, with the
exception, maybe of The Collegian,
Hika, and the annual Colburn
Gallery exhibit, to show their work,"
by
Dowd claims.. He elaborated
not
is
point
the
that
explaining
merely to exhibit a couple of pieces
show
of art at a time, but instead, to
room
one
in
work
all of the artist's
own
"where it can be viewed in its
to
himher
enabling
thus
context,
visual
own
hisher
establish

Coop.

'"'.V"f

In fact,

laiDowd hopes to avoid the "strictly
atmosphere
sterile art museum
betwhich creates instant barriers
to
According
viewer.
and
ween artist
casual,
him, "the gallery provides
viewing for
less intimidating public
allows not
gallery
The
all to enjoy."
an
just experts and artists to discuss

County art work.
Dowd is enthusiastic about the
anticipating a
year,
coming
"broader, more diverse audience."

continued from page four
Walch described the summer scene
in Gambier as "absolutely mad.
Imagine 85 new people in town, not
students, but professional actors,
directors, and technicians." These
professionals generated $15,000 in

Last spring, the coop sponsored
five shows to which primarily north
end students came. The shows,
according to Dowd, were "well

revenue for local businesses.

A show normally opens on a
Wednesday night and runs through
the following Tuesday, although
some shows run for two consecutive
weeks.

Although Dowd is
for the
r
his fellow "coopers"
partners, by any

decision-make-

essentially the

Mather Coop,

are not silent
Each
means.
member will be called upon to pay
nominal dues, in addition to offering
to help out with advertising and
gopher work. There must also be a

Calendar of Exhibits,

1st semester

Gambier Crayon Show September 30
Nat Dickinson

October

14

Lauren Jawer

October

28

November 4

Maggie Schnell

November

Tom Grimes
Kirt Kingsley

1 1

December 2

All Welcome!

MV Area Supports KFT

Council. Dowd is pleased with this
year's budget. The money is used for
the maintenance of the gallery,
refreshments for shows (wine and
cheese) but most of all, it is needed
for advertising.

attended."

The gallery will officially be open
on Wednesday, September 30 from
7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m., and also by
appointment. If you have any
questions contact the Fourth Floor
Gallery, PBX 2447 (or by the SAC
mailbox).

The Central Ohio area had a
favorable impression of the theater,
which also brought culture and
excitement to the area. Friends of the
Festival is the Knox County
volunteer support group of the
theater. People from Mt. Vernon
helped sew costumes, load and
unload scenery, and usher for the
performances. The public was invited
to view three professional plays, a
comedy cabaret, two chorale concerts, and staged readings. Bluegrass
and traditional music was performed
outside of the Bolton for the public's
enjoyment as well.
The sets for the play were built in
Philadelphia and the costumes sewn
in New York; however, the sets had

to be rebuilt for the Bolton stage. The
technicians were so busy building,
and rebuilding, and tearing down sets
that often there was no room for the
actors. Therefore, they rehearsed in
the Mt. Vernon Memorial Theater.
The directors, actors, technicians,
set, and costumes have returned to
New York for the opening of
Candida at the Circle in the Square
Theater in New York. The Kenyon
Festival Theater will have its name in
lights; it will receive billing, and a

special biography of the Bolton
Theater will appear in the program.
The fact that the KFT is just two
years young and already has a show
scheduled to appear on Broadway is
dream. This
a Cinderella-lik- e
Broadway staging will give the KFT
the exposure and credibility it needs
in New York, allowing it to have
more top artists join it in the future.
Well, KFT, on October 15, do give
our regards to Broadway, and tell
them Hi at Herald Square.

September
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DePauw, Wabash Thwart Lords;

The Team Strives to Start Fresh
By Bob Warburton
week
After closing out an
with a 1 loss to the Wabash Little
Giants, Coach Jeff Vennell could
0-2- -1

3--

only offer limited words of encouragement. "I think we deserved
to win the eame." he said. "We were
not playing as badly in the last two
games as the scores indicate."
The Lords' second week of the
regular season went like this: a 2 tie
2--

with
loss to

Case-Weste-

a

Reserve,

rn

Giants burned goalie Paul
Tobin with their first two shots of the
game.
At the 34.45 mark, striker Paul
Jones handled a pass from teammate
Jim Liatsis and grounded it past a
diving Tobin. Just 27 seconds later,
the two players reversed their roles,
as Liatsis scored with an assist from
Jones. Kenyon applied offensive
pressure, but Wabash played just
enough defense to hang on to a 0
edge at the half.
Kenyon talked strategy for 10
minutes, then came out gunning. A
ten man rush into the Wabash end
finally produced a score with exactly
five minutes elapsed when freshman
Pat Flood, inserted as a substitute,
slammed home an unassisted goal.
For the first time all afternoon,
Kenyon had some momentum. The
nffpnsp nnshpH hard fnr another
Little

3--

2

nationally-ranke- d
DePauw,
and Wabash handed Kenyon still
g
defeat on
another
Saturday.
"It definitely works better for us if
we forget about those losses and start
fresh," team captain Tim Truitt
heart-breakin-

advised.

Wabash dethroned the Lords with
firepower. In fact, the
early first-half

2--

V

but instead, Wabash came
'
through with the clutch play. At
25.16, Jones took another pass from
Liatsis and threaded his way through
n
defensive coverage.
After a 20 yard sprint he booted
home another goal.
si
"We knew we needed to attack,"
Wabash coach Bill Rost explained,
"and when they went into a
we were able to take advantage."
:
Rost pointed out yet another key (,.
ingredient to his team's win. "Our
defensive and offensive play was
V
even with Kenyon's, but those two
quick goals took a lot of wind out of
their sails."
In the Kenyon locker room, Coach
Vennell did not agree. "I don't think
there was ever any wind in our sails. I ? t.:- :
. ,
':'
:
don't think we're playing with the
same intensity as we did a week ago
Peter Fachelis sets up Lionel Barnard in Saturday's home game with the Little
in the Xavier game. Of course, you
Giants
of H'abash
in
be
0
not
and
can't get down
trouble."
Were there any bright spots in an
otherwise dreary afternoon? "I think
Pat Flood played with the intensity
some of the other players were
lacking."
Vennell also saw some technical
problems with the Lords' play. In
particular, he felt the midfielders
By Karen Rockwell
At the GLCA's Kenyon outplava
were not getting the ball to the
Earlham College with 44 shots'
forwards in time to execute a proper
The Ladies' field hockey team
Earlham's five, but the Ladies could
offense.
launched its 1981 drive toward not score. The 0 final tally was
On the stat sheet, Kenyon looked
Nationals with an 1 win over definite letdown, as the Ladies had
superior, outshooting Wabash 20-- 8
been close to scoring many times.
Marietta College last Wednesday.
and the Lords had twice as many The squad also had success at the Kenyon returned to the field against
corner kicks, but Wabash led in the GLCA tournament last weekend at Kalamazoo College determined to
goal column as the Little Giants
score. Lindberg, a junior, exemplified
Wooster, notching victories over
trip from
Hope College and Kalamazoo that determination by scoring a hai
made their four-hou- r
College and tying Earlham
trick. Also scoring were freshman
Indiana worthwhile with their first
win. Kenyon's big guns were shut
The Ladies have overcome the Elizabeth Paten and junior Catherine
out, although Lionel Barnard took
initial problems relating to not Richards.
knowing when Coach Burke would
seven shots, Truitt three, and Steve
The Ladies travelled to Wittenburs
Bartlett and Peter Hennessy two
on Tuesday, September 22. Thenefl
return and have rallied around acting
each.
coach Celeste Penney. Although the
home game for both varsity and
junior varsity will be on Saturday
team lost several strong players
against Ohio Wesleyan at Airport
through graduation and
studies, Coach Penney anticipates a
Field.
good season due to the depth of the
The Ladies returned to Wooster
returning players and a strong freshSaturday where they defeated Hope
man class.
Kenyon goals were
College
Last Tuesday's opener against
scored by Richards and Himmelright.
Marietta College showed the team's
depth and class as they allowed
followed by teammate Ann Batch-eldMarietta only seven shots on goal in
in seventh. Chris Galinet and
the 1 Kenyon victory. Senior Anne
Defensively the Ladies are again
Himmelright and junior Wendy Eld
Kathleen Corcoran crossed the finish
strong with returning lettermet
line in eighth and eleventh places,
notched two goals for the Ladies,
Virginia Deely and Susie Miller in the
respectively.
while Sarah Toulmin, Corky Hood,
goal and Peri Heyssel, Dais;
Kate Lindberg and Missy Connell
Gallagher, Allison Hargraves and
scored one apiece.
Lull Saralegui as backs.
Coach Houston commented that,
"it was an interesting course, though
I
a couple of girls got lost. The team
seemed to like the course as far as it
y
being a true
course. It
was very wooded and had rough
terrian, however, I couldn't watch
the runners throughout the race."
DV, ARE, PAINTS, HOllbEAARb AND
LAN SUPPLIES

score,
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.
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one-on-o-
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Two Wins and a Tie,
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Peter Hennessey plays a thief, outstepping opponent for the ball.

off-camp-
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Distance Runners Take Season Opener,
Eye Future Schedule with Confidence
By Susan B. Smith

The Ladies are already eyeing the

y
The girls'
team
opened its season in the right
cross-countr-

direction, defeating the Oberlin
Yeoman by a 26 to 29 margin.
The Ladies will compete against
Baldwin-Wallac- e
and Oberlin this
weekend in hopes of keeping their
winning streak alive.

Coach Nick Houston feels his
team, "will be even stronger this
weekend than last Saturday against
the Oberlin runners, because we'll all
be running on a new course, which is
unfamiliar to both teams. We beat
when they had a home advantage. They practice daily on their
course and know all the turns. Yet,
we still beat them."

to compete aginst Ohio

chance

Wesleyan, who sprinted past Oberlin

earlier this season. "We'll run

against them on October 10. It will be
a big meet for us and if we do well,
then we should be able to breathe a
little easier," commented Coach

Houston.

Other Kenyon finishers, who
contributed to the team's overall
success were freshman Cecily
McCowen, who came in sixth place,

2--

1.

er

8--

cross-countr-

M A H

Vine 6 Mulbewry

Streets

Mount Vernon, Omio

4

JO'jO

'614

them

Coach Houston also felt confident
when asked how he thought his team
will fair against Baldwin-Wallac- e
in
the same meet. "We have held our
own against Baldwin-Wallac- e
before.
They win some and we win some.
They are a bigger school also, so they
have a bigger source to draw runners
from. I think we can beat them, but I
don't know for sure if we will."

"
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Middle Path
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3
Right in Gambler

The Sweet Shoppe
'The best chocolates in town
7

West Vine Street,

Mount Vernon

'

TOMAHAWK HOLLOW
Golf Course
Golf Until Sundown
Every Night
427-208- 1

Lessons
Rentals
Bar

&

Grill

LV.

J&S&L

A.X:

Folklore skirts in cotton and wnnl
Sweaters with a European look in ciit
or Shetland wool.
Mon.-Sot-

.

11:00-5:3- 0

Mon.-Fr-

i.

fsnrttv
Evening

6:00-8:0-

k
n

0
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Fall Short of Record in Dropping

lords
By Dave

Kenyan Collegian

Deacon

physical size has
If superior
winning football
anything to do with
Wesleyan used it to
oames, then Ohio
last Saturday
"heir fullest advantage
Field, overcoming a 14-at McBride
hopeful Kenyon,
deficit to defeat
3

23-1-

4.

every reason to feel
the game. Their
Kenyon had
fKord standing at
first
Lord squad
the
be
to
chance
the
win their first three
since 1925 to
The Lords had
optimistic entering

2--

0,

offense
.antes. In addition,
in
power
explosive
shown
had
28-1the
beating Case-Wester- n
defense had been outstanding in both
games, Ohio Wesleyan was coming
off a 48-- 7 loss to Otterbein, and the
in
game was being played at home
front of a large and energetic crowd.
All of this seemed to work in the
Lords' favor early in the game as they
exploded to a 14-- 3 lead on two passes
(74 and four yards) from freshman
quarterback Dan Pantic to wide
the

3,

receiver Graham Heasley. The first
came with seconds left in the opening
as Pantic took the snap
straight up at the line of
scrimmage and threw a perfect pass
to Heasley, striding free of everyone
The second
down the left sideline.
occurred two plays after linebacker
quarter,
stood

Jim Balliett had intercepted a short
screen from Ohio Wesleyan quarterback Mike Wallace deep in Bishop
territory. This time Pantic faked the
defense to the right side, then turned
and threw cross-fiel- d
to Heasley,
who made an acrobatic catch in the
endzone fora 14-- 3 Kenyon lead.
However, the offense could get
little else generated for the rest of the
game, as Ohio Wesleyan's size advantage began to take its effect. By
the end of the game the Lords appeared tired and beaten. The defense,
which had successfully contained the

Bishop's running attack (particularly
the dangerous Gary Bollenbacher),
simply could not stop the pass.
Playing behind a solid barrier of
protection, Ohio Wesleyan quarterback Mike Wallace threw fourty-fiv- e
times, completing twenty-tivfor 270 yards. Most of these were
short passes over the middle to the
running backs coming out of the
backfield. Kenyon's inability to put
pressure on the quarterback proved
fatal as the Bishops were able to
succeed on nearly every important
third down play.
With only two minutes left in the
first half and the Lords ahead 14-e,

3,

Ohio Wesleyan set up for a field goal
attempt, apparently content to settle
for three points before half-timBut
e.

before

the snap was made, the
Bishops quickly realigned themselves

into their normal offensive formation, with two wide receivers set
on the right side. The receivers
diverted the startled Kenyon defense
to that side of the field, leaving tight

23-1-

Decision

4

there, Wallace scrambled into the end
zone forthe final tallyinOWUs23-1- 4
win
One bright note in the bitter loss
was the play of freshman quar- terback Dan Pantic. In two games he

has shown poise, leadership and the
ability to throw the ball where he
wants it. Already he has completed
seven of thirteen passes for 164 yards
and three touchdowns,

end Bob Walick wide open on the left

for an easy touchdown
narrowedthescoreto 14--

which

9.

Six minutes into the second half
the Bishops struck again as Wallace
whipped his offense 53 yards in five
plays, freely throwing 17 yards to tight
end Walick for the
score,
score.
Meanwhile, Kenyon's offense was
having trouble getting first downs.
As the game wore on, the Lord
offensive line grew weary under the
go-ahe-

ad

battering

constant

of

-

A

.V

Ohio

Wesleyan's

huge front four. As a
result Pantic was constantly
pressured and sacked a few times for
losses. Not even the return of starting

v

quarterback Mike Handel could
spark the offense back to life.
OWU added another touchdown
with 3:52 left in the game to seal all
hope of a third consecutive Lord
victory. Starting at their own 48, the
Bishops used passes of seventeen and
eighteen yards and were aided by
some questionable calls to move to
the Kenyon three yard line. From

-

V
'-

-)

,

--

'U

-

-

-

Volleyball Notches Tourney Wins
By Susan Smith
"The key to success
volleyball squad is

for this year's

teamwork,"

emphasized
Coach Sandy Martin.
"We have to work together. There is
never an
in
volleyball. Half the squad touches
the ball each time on a given side.
Everyone has to do their job for it to

outstanding

star

payoff."
With that in

"mutual"

mind, the Ladies'
efforts paid off last

weekend at

the GLCA tournament,

beaten both Denison and DePauw.
During the course of the game they
appeared to get down mentally."
"Against Denison we led in the
first game, but couldn't keep it
together. Overall, I was happy with
the way the tournament went. It
allowed us to see our potential,
especially in the Albion match."
Coach Martin appeared optimistic
with respect to the coming season.

"With more freshmen coming

in this
think we will have more depth
than last year, so it should be hard at
first, but in the long run I think it will
be beneficial. We've improved quite
a bit. Our serving ability is strong.
We are incorporating a more varied
offense this season. It will be a 0
offense. We're also working on
developing more variety in types of
sets," commented Coach Martin.

year

I

6--

opened play on the wrong
foot, losing to Denison in three
games. The squad rebounded quickly
from the loss, defeating DePauw by a
15-score of
The Ladies then
went on to clinch the pool title with
an impressive victory over Albion.
Coach Martin stressed the fact that
"DePauw and Albion are much
better teams. They were the strongest
team that we played. We had our best
game against Albion who had just
Ladies

0,

9.

second touchdown reception of the day.

FrisbeeThe Ultimate Sport'
By Amy Sziklas

,

.

.

v-r- ''

.7)

J

ac-

cording to Webster," says Keith
Krusz, of the Ultimate Frisbee team,
"is 1. a source of diversion, a
physical activity engaged in for
pleasure, 2. to wear or display
ostentatiously." After watching the
Kenyon Frisbee team in action this
Sunday, one must conclude that the
club is certainly a sport in both senses
of the word.
Last Sunday, on Kenyon turf, was
the scene of the first tournament of
the year for the Lords of the Ring,
led by senior czars, Todd McDowall
and Keith Krusz. After the keg was

tapped, the team, looking like
subjects out of Anthro. 32,
proceeded

to

warm-u-

p,

which

consisted of one jumping jack, one
push-uone sit up, and one sit.
Then the team prayed to Whammo,
god of frisbee players, who later
showed up at the half time in a
Cessna and shook the skies in disgust
at the score, Kent State 16, Kenyon 5.

Starting Friday
American

in his

"The definition of 'sport'

they took first in their pool of
four teams, before losing in the semifinals to Wooster.
At the GLCA tournament,
the
where

15-1-

Graham Heasley hauls

p,

Werewolf
in London

Rated R
MWF

TSS
Also

Kenyon nearly lost their shirts
against the skins of Kent State, but
they managed to keep their sense of

7:15 9:45
3:30 7:15 9:45
11:00am on Saturday

'

j

o

So Fine
Starring Ryan O'Neal

J

MWF

7:00 9:30
nSS
3:30 7:00 9:30
Aso 11:00 am on Saturday

j
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IM Football Standings through

W L
Karla Keeks in warn, up before
Monica Holswonh volleys with mmmaie

hove

PhiKaps
Bong2's
A-D- 's

D-Ph-

South Main
Downtown
PfTOne

L

us

Printing Arts Press

St. at East Ohio Avenue
Mount Vernon

know what films
you'd like to see.

Beta's

-1

1

.

.
.
.

.

ENVELOPES
LETTERHEADS
NEWSLETTERS
BOOKS
BUSINESS FORMS
DIRECT MAIL SERVICE

DESIGN
. PUBLICATIONS
PROCESS COLOR PRINTING
. ADVERTISING BROCHURES
CATALOGS
PERFECT BINDING
LAYOUT

AND

1945
Serving You With Quality Since

5,

"keeping the players interested.

Everyone plays and we try to have a
lot of fun." The team is coed and
hopes to attract more players, male
and female, for the year. There will
be another home game soon after an
away game.

Freshman League
Mather

PF

PA

40

'3

26
45
7

7
7
33
65

7

0-- 2

Gaylords
A.D.'s
D-P- hi

II

III
Spanish Bonds
Dekes
N. Leonard
D-P-

1--

0

1- -0

PhiKapB

PF
19
7
33

-1

1-

-1

0--

0

0

0-- 0

0
0
0

0--

1

0-- 1

Floor

W L
.q
1-

Holmberg's
Mather 69ers
Uncle Geo's
BeerBongers
ICBM's
Kilroy's

-0

34

PA
0

26

7

0
0

PF

1-

-0

rj--

0

0

rj--

0

0

rj--

1

o- -l

7

0-- 1

0

26
34

Upcoming Events:

1-

hi

1st

Gacks

B League

W L

.

Colonial Cinema
PO Box 471
Mount Vernon

-0

0--

i's

Road
Post Office Box 4318028 Newark
Mount Vernon. Ohio 43050

393-FLI- C

0

1-

1-

8.

921

A League

2--

over Kenyon, 24-After a grueling (gruesome?) first
half against Kent Stale, several team
members, including eight year old
Timmy Reading, went up against
rival Miami University on another
field. Telepathic defense became the
strategy for a few of the members,
while others resorted to primeval
yells. The game ended with Miami
winning, 26-(but it was their turn
anyway).
Czar Keith Krusz said of the two
games, "It's our inexperience; it was
the first game for one half of the
members today." He termed the year
"definitely a rebuilding year," and
said that the team's potential rests on

Scorecard

LM.

VI

i

humor. One player was heard to say,
"I don't think the make-u- p is
working," referring to the Indian
war paint which the team members
had on their faces. Kent State was
quite competitive and, although the
team's tough defense loosened up in
the second half, they managed to win

13

PA
7
6
7
19
0
0
6
27

Sunday, September
IM Golf Scramble
9 hole tournament.
27th, 2:30.
$2.25man. $1.00 club rental Tomahawk
Golf Course.
marathon Sunday, October 11th
1:00.
2-m-

5-m-

an,

ile

By Steve Behrendt

The Kenyan Collegian

Letters of Intent Due for
Council Committee Election

Future Library Expansion Likely
continued from page one
while the area of the south end of
campus is the most ordered area, as
buildings have been added, there has
been a tendency to attach them to the
side of Middle Path. This has
resulted in what Gund termed "an
increasing facade of buildings,"
which obscures the natural beauty of
the trees hidden behind the structures. Also, he said that the older
buildings had been "grander in
scale" than the newer ones, and that
this had resulted in an almost
"surburban" appearances as one
moves toward the College gates.
Gund presented slides to the

assembly which showed the plans for

the new structure's interior and
exterior. He emphasized that in
planning the building thought was
given to making the new structure
resemble the older buildings on
campus, which many feel are more
reflective of Kenyon's character. One

of the speakers on this subject again
emphasized that none of the plans
were final. President Jordan referred
to them as "design developments,
not design for immediate construction."
.

feature that is especially added for
this purpose is that of a pitched slate
roof. Also, he said that the "scale of
the windows would relate more to the
older buildings," in contrast to the
expansive windows in Chalmers.
After Mr. Gund had completed his
presentation those at the assembly
were invited to ask questions.
Professor Terry Schupbach asked if
there would be a ramp entrance in the
front of the building; currently, those
in wheelchairs can only enter through
an entrance in the rear of the library.
Gund replied that there would
definitely be an entrance providing
"primary access in the front of the
building."
Professor Eugene Dwyer voiced
another concern asking if any of the
very old Great Oaks would be lost in
the construction of the building. He
was told that while some beech trees
would have to be cut down, none of
the Oaks would be sacrificed.
As the meeting drew to a close, all

1

i

Li

1

1

Planning Coordinator Owen York.

Construction Projects Improve Campus
continued from page one
"a lot," although there is no increase

in the number of spaces available for
practice. "We still have the same
time conflicts" between class time

and rehearsal time, she says,
although the large area might permit
the use of a divider curtain, if that
should prove necessary.
Temple added that the large space
also will allow the building to be used
for informal performances, by
setting up a couple of rows of chairs
in the studio for a small audience.
She said she hopes the wall which
now separates the studio from the
view of the former pool spectators
gallery can be removed, enabling
performances to be watched from
above.
Renovation of the
33-year--

old

Wertheimer Fieldhouse actually

began in the summer of 1980. During
that time, the old visiting team
lockers and the weight room were
converted to women's locker
facilities, and the indoor lighting on

n

:n .....

the courts was improved. Beginning
in the spring of 1981, the ceiling was
cleaned, painted, and insulated, and
the wooden floor and the bleachers
were taken out and replaced by a
material called Dynasurf, a special
flooring.
Lines are now painted on the floor
to make the facility serviceable as
four tennis courts, three nearly full
sized intramural basketball courts,
four badminton courts, or four
volleyball courts, and a sixty-yar- d
track straightaway. According to
Athletic Director Jeffrey Vennell, the
cost of renovation was around
$390,000.

Renovation of the fieldhouse has
long been needed, and Vennell says
the entire $5.5 million athletic
construction project, including the
Ernst Center, will "allow our student
body to exercise and recreate more
than they could before. Our varsity
teams will not be taking as many
hours in the fieldhouse as before."
Wondering about the hole in front

-

:r-

,

-

There are several elections and appointments upcoming for various
Student Council committees. Council President Morris Thorpe, inan
effort to better inform prospective candidates about the requirements
and duties of each position, has provided The Collegian with the
following descriptive material. Students seeking further information are
encouraged to contact Morris at PBX 2608 (Peirce 5).
One student member for the Faculty Committee on Academic
Standards is needed. The Committee will deal with awards, fellowships
admissions, and financial aid. The Committee will meet during period B
on Thursdays during the first semester.
Four positions are open on both the Trustee Committee on
Development and the Trustee Committee on Curriculum and Faculty
These two committees will meet with the Trustee members of the
respective committee three times per year to provide student input. This
is an exciting way to meet formally with the Trustees and to participate
in decisions regarding the future of the College.
Any student interested in becoming a member of one of these three
committees should submit a letter of intent to the Student Council
secretary's box in the S.A.C. by Friday, September 25, at 4:30 p.m.
Letters may also be submitted to any Council officer prior to the
Sunday meeting. Candidates should also attend the Student Council
meeting.
Kenyon is in the process of planning for an addition to Chalmers
Library, and a Library Committee is being formed to gather and
provide student input. Interested students should submit a letter of
intent to the Student Council president's box in the S.A.C. no later than
Thursday, October at 4:30 p.m. Questions regarding this committee
may be directed to Professor Owen York, as well as Council President
Thorpe.
A Housing Commission is being formed to deal with the very controversial issue of campus housing. Thomas Edwards, Dean of
Students, is responsible for appointing a commission to examine
housing practices and policy at Kenyon. Students interested in serving
on this committee should submit their names to the Council president's
box in the S.A.C, or in person to Thorpe himself by 4:00 on Friday,
September 25. Members of the Commission will be selected by the Dean
of Students.
Finally, elections for upperclass Student Council Representatives will
be held Monday and Tuesday, October 5 and 6, in both dining halls. If
you are interested in running, obtain signatures from 20 students in
your constituency and place the petition in the Council secretary's box
by 4:30 Wednesday, September 30. The list of constituencies and other
pertinent information is provided on page 93 in the Student Handbook.
Questions may be directed to any Student Council officer. It should be
noted that students residing in the upperclass wings of Mather and
McBride will jointly elect two representatives from either residence.
Good luck and good campaigning!

of the fieldhouse? Vennell says that is
to help compensate for the drainage
area for the hill that was lost when
the Ernst Center was built. Although
construction of the gravel pit has
been delayed as a result of this past
spring's heavy rains, Vennell says
that the silt now in the hole will be
removed, and additional gravel and
vegetation put in.
The KC will now be more functional and attractive, judging from
improvements made to that building
outlined by Ellen Shrader, KC
coordinator. The black burlap has
been removed from the windows of
the main room, its walls have been
carpeted, and its wooden floor has
been replaced with tile. The result of
this alteration is a room that looks
"brighter and bigger" than before,
says Shrader, and one that has better
acoustics for bands. In addition, an
area in the rear of the building which
used to be divided into two rooms
has been made into one medium-size- d
meeting room.

MAVIS
SPORTING GOODS
"Everything in Sports"
Athletic Wear, Equipment, Shoes
133 S. Main St., Mt. Vernon, Ohio
Hunting & Fishing Shop
117 S. Main St., Mt. Vernon, Ohio
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Dance Studio now occupies ShaJJer fool Building.
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On November 19, we'd like you to stop smoking
cigarettes for 24 hours. It's worth a try. Because if you
can skip cigarettes for a day. you might discover you
can skip 'em forever.
GREAT AMERICAN SMOKEOUT
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"A Space
Age
Adventure'"
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If you're looking for
fun at the lowest
to "Kelly's Fantasy Island." You'll discover all your favorite
games, like
"
"Omega Race," and many more
And our regular price is five games for a dollar!
"Kelly's
Fantasy Island" is now open seven days a week at 307 S
Main Street in Mt. Vernon just across from
Mash Tire
Bring the coupon below for a FREE game!
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